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McTaggart believed that the ultimate constituents of the universe are
selves, continuously perceiving themselves and each other. After outlining
his argument for this conclusion, I first show where the reasoning breaks
down, and then, using revised versions of some of McTaggart's principles,
sketch a better argument for a rather different form of immaterialism.

I
'There are', McTaggart writes, 'certain conditions to which every existent
substance must conform. Of all forms of substance which have ever
appeared to be experienced, only one conforms to these conditions, and not
only our experience but our imagination fails to suggest any further form'
(McTaggart 1927: 115). Material things cannot, he thinks, conform to
these conditions, and neither can sense-data, taken as substances which are
not parts of perceivers. But selves do conform to these conditions. 'Under
these circumstances ... we are entitled to hold all substance to be spiritual,
not as a proposition which has been rigorously demonstrated, but as one
which it is reasonable to believe and unreasonable to disbelieve'
(McTaggart 1927: 115). By material things McTaggart means such things
as rocks, gases, human bodies, tables, provided 'that these things have more
or less the characteristics that they appear prima facie to have" and more
particularly the so-called Primary Qyalities of size, shape, position,
mobility and impenetrability (McTaggart 1927: 32). He notes that some
philosophers, such as Russell, use 'matter' in a way which allows us both to
assert the existence of matter and to assert that all substance is spiritual. In
one of Russell's usages, 'matter' denotes 'any cause of my sensa which is not
myself or a part of myself, whatever that cause may be' (McTaggart 1927:
55). By a substance McTaggart means any existent which has qualities
without itself being a quality.
In arguing that the universe consists of selves, McTaggart employs two
doctrines about substances in general. The first doctrine is that 'every
substance has parts, which again have other parts, and so on to infinity'
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(McTaggart 1921: 182), and the second doctrine is that every substance has
a sufficient description. A sufficient description of a substance is a
description which applies only to that substance, but which does not
mention any particular substance and is couched in entirely general terms.
The Infinite Partition doctrine is, according to McTaggart, 'self-evident
and ultimate. It is self-evident because it does not need proof; and it is
ultimate because it cannot be proved from any proposition more clearly
self-evident' (McTaggart 1921: 179). But for the Sufficient Description
doctrine McTaggart has an argument, one of the premises of which is the
principle of the Identity of Indiscernibles, or, as he calls it, the
Dissimilarity of the Diverse. His argument seems to be as follows. If
diverse substances have dissimilar qualities, then every substance has an
exclusive description, i.e., a description which applies only to it. Now
suppose that substance Ai has no sufficient description. Then any exclusive
description of Ai must describe it by a certain relation in which it stands to a
certain other substance A z. And this other substance A2 must itself have no
sufficient description. For, if A z had a sufficient description D, Ai could be
sufficiently described as the particular which has this relation to the only
instance ofD. Now A z in turn will have an exclusive description. Since this
cannot be a sufficient description, A z must be exclusively described by a
certain relation in which it stands to a certain other substance A3• But if Ai
has no sufficient description, then again AJ cannot have a sufficient
description. So if every substance has an exclusive description, and if Ai
has no sufficient description, there is an infinite series of substances All A z,
Al , •.. the exclusive description of each member of which is wholly
dependent on the description of its successor. And this is absurd. (See
McTaggart 1921: 104-9.)
From these two doctrines about substances in general McTaggart moves
to his immaterialist conclusion by the following train of thought. The
nature of a substance must, he says, either imply, or include, or presuppose
sufficient descriptions of all its infinitely numerous parts. That it
presupposes or includes these descriptions without implying them has, he
thinks, absurd consequences. He does not, however, see how the nature of a
substance can imply the descriptions, unless it is, or is a part of, a
determining correspondence system. Nor does he see how a substance can
be, or be part of, a determining correspondence system unless it is, or
belongs to, a group of selves, each member of which is continuously
perceiving both itself and every other member. And he is certain that
neither material substances nor sense-data can be, or be parts of,
determining correspondence systems.
By 'the nature of a substance' McTaggart means the sum total of
qualities possessed by that substance. Qualities, here, include relational
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properties. The nature of a substance would include sufficient descriptions
of all the parts of that substance if there were a conjunction of sufficient
descriptions, one for each of its parts. The nature of a substance would
imply sufficient descriptions of all the parts if there were a proposition which
entailed sufficient descriptions of all the parts but which was not itself a
conjunction of sufficient descriptions, one for each part. The third seeming
possibility, according to McTaggart, is that the nature of a substance
presupposes sufficient descriptions of all the parts. What this means, in
McTaggart's rather peculiar usage, is that there is a true proposition such
that (i) for each part it follows from that proposition that this part has one or
other of two qualities, the description of one of which is a sufficient
description of that part; but (ii) we cannot deduce from the proposition
which of the two qualities the part has. As I said, McTaggart denies that
the nature of a substance can include or 'presuppose' the sufficient
descriptions of all its parts, and he does not see how it can imply these
sufficient descriptions unless the substance is or is a part of a determining
correspondence system. What, then, is a determining correspondence
system?
Consider the Figure 1. 1 Substance S has two parts X and Y. The large
triangle next to X symbolizes a quality which X possesses and Y does not;
the large square next to Y symbolizes a quality which Y possesses and X
does not. Formulae accompanied by small triangles denote parts of X,
those accompanied by small squares denote parts of Y. XIX and X!Y
denote parts of X; XIXIX and XIXIY denote parts ofX!X, and so on. Each
complete row, SI' S2' S3' is what McTaggart calls a Set of Parts ofS. 'A Set
of Parts of any whole is any collection of its parts which together make up
the whole, and do not more than make it up, so that the whole would not be
made up if any of those parts, or of their parts, should be substracted'
(McTaggart 1921: 134). Thus although XIX, XIV, Y!X, YIY is a Set of
Parts ofS, XIX, XIY, Y!X is not, for it does not 'make up the whole'. Nor is
XIX, XIY, YIX, YIY, X!X!X a Set of Parts ofS, for it more than makes up
the whole: the first four members would still make it up if the fifth member
were subtracted. The lines directly joining the figures represent a relation
R. If we have sufficient descriptions of X and Y, and if we know what R is,
then we can provide sufficient descriptions of the members of each term in
the series of Sets of Parts SI' S2' S3' ... by saying that there is a first twomembered Set of Parts, X and Y, a second four-membered Set of Parts
consisting of a part of X to which X bears R, a part of X to which Y bears R,
a part ofY to which X bears R, and a part ofY, to which Y bears R, a third
eight-membered Set of Parts consisting of a part of XIX to which XIX
bears R, a part of XIX ... and so on, a fourth sixteen-membered Set of
, I borrow it from Wisdom (1928: 416).
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Figure I
Parts
"
f
'.
h I conslstmg? .. , a?d so on, And If there IS a relation which thus
. ~ ~sl us to provide suffiCient descriptions of the members of each non: : term of the series of Sets of Parts SI> S2' S3' ' .. ,in which SI has two
I;rs, ,S2 four members, S3 eight members .. , , the same relation
: : h obVIOusly ,have the same function in an analogous series whose first
M T as any fi01te number of members, Any relation with this function
c aggart calls a determining correspondence relation and the system
generated b th'
I' h
'
Th
1 Y IS re atlOn e calls a determining correspondence system.
e
which hon y act.ual ex~mple of a determining correspondence relation
rceiv e c:'n th.mk of IS a relation of perception, exemplified when a self
~perce es, elthe~ ,ltse,lf or another self or a perception which is part of itself or
pbon w lch IS part ofanother self, Imagine, in Figure I that X and Y
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are selves, that XIX is X's perception of itself, that X!Y is X's perceptio~ of
Y, that XIYIX is X's perception ofY's perception of X, and so on. Imagme
also that XIX and X!Y are parts of X, as are XIX IX, X!XIY, X!Y!X, XIYIY.
The system composed of the group of selves S, whose parts are the terms of
the infinite series of Sets of Parts SI> S2' S3' ... would then be a
determining correspondence system, as would the system we would get if
the first member of SI> S2' S3' ... comprised, not two perceiving selves, but
any finite number of such selves.
The nature of a determining correspondence system implies rather than
merely includes or 'presupposes' sufficient descriptions of its parts because
there is a general rule by means of which we can generate sufficient
descriptions of all the members of each remaining term in a series like SI>
S2' S3' ... , once we know R and the sufficient descriptions of the members
of S}. Bu t wh y m ustthe na ture of an y infini tely partitioned su bstance imply
rather than just include or 'presuppose' its parts? Here is McTaggart's
answer.
Given any description which is adequate for a certain purpose, there is.a
description which is no more than adequate for tha.t 'purpose.. T.hIs
minimum adequate description either differs from the orIginal description
'by the omission of elements superfluous for the purpose, or will be
identical with it, if no element in the original description is superfluous'
(McTaggart 1921: 203). Now suppose our purpose is to provide sufficient
descriptions of all the parts of a substance. And suppose we find that the
nature of a substance includes sufficient descriptions of all its parts: in other
words, there is a conjunction of sufficient descriptions, one for each of its
parts. If every su bstance has parts within parts ad i'!fi~itum, this
conjunction would not itself be a minimum adequate descnptlon for our
purpose, because it would contain elements superfluous for this purpose.
Given any Set of Parts whose description D it contained, D would be
entailed by the description, also contained in the conjunction, of the parts
ofrhe members of that Set of Parts, and D would therefore be a superfluous
element in the conjunction. Nor would the conjunction contain a minimum
adequate description, for no proper subset of its conjuncts would be
enough to form a minimum adequate description. It follows that if the
nature of a substance includes sufficient descriptions of all its parts, without
implying them or 'presupposing' them, then there is no description of that
substance which is a minimum adequate description for the purpose of
providing sufficient descriptions of all its parts. And this, according to
McTaggart, is absurd. Nor, for a similar reason, w~lI the na~r~ of a
substance with infinitely many parts 'presuppose' suffiCIent descnptlons of
all its parts. If A is true, and if S entails A or B, but does not entail ~ and
does not entail B, then, in McTaggart's usage, S presupposes A and A IS the
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presupposition of S.·1t is clear, he thinks, that whatever has a presupposition has a Total Ultimate Presupposition. The Total Ultimate
Presupposition ofS he defines as 'the aggregate of all the presuppositions of
S after all those have been removed, the fixing of which is implied in the
fixing of any of those which remain' (McTaggart 1921: 196). A Total
Ultimate Presupposition, lik~ a minimum adequate description for a
purpose, is what is left when superfluous elements have been removed. But
if a substance has parts within parts ad infinitum, and if the nature of the
substance 'presupposes' sufficient descriptions of all its parts, then it will
have no Total Ultimate Presupposition. Suppose that a substance S has a
two-membered Set of Parts, and each of these [WO members has a twomembered Set of Parts, and so on ad infinitum. Then we have an infinite
series of Sets of Parts ofS: SI> with two members, S2' with four members, S3
with eight members, and so on. Suppose that S2 is a 'presupposition' of a
description of SI> S3, a 'presupposition' of a description of S2, and so on.
Then S} is fixed by S2, which is in turn fixed by S3, and so on. And if we take
the aggregate of these 'presuppositions" we will find that no matter how
many of them we remove, we are still left with some whose fixing is implied
by the fixing of some of those that remain. Since the nature of an infinitely
partitioned substance must either include or 'presuppose' or imply
sufficient descriptions ofall its parts, and since the first two alternatives lead
to absurdity, the nature of such a substance must imply sufficient
descriptions of all its parts.

II
Geach has predicted that when once philosophers start considering

~cT~ggart's argument for immaterialism seriously, 'we shall get the same
situatIOn as we have for Zeno's arguments and for McTaggart's own
~rguments about time. There will be general agreement that the conclusion
IS false, but little agreement about what is wrong with the argument'
(Geach 1979: 74). Perhaps it is right to expect a consensus against
McTaggart's conclusion. But I do not see why we should not in the end
agree on where his argument breaks down.
Some people will be inclined to resist at the outset and demand a proof
that su~stance~ are infinitely partitioned. I begin by suggesting that a not
totally ImplaUSible argument can be supplied for that principle, if we grant,
as of COurse McTaggart did not, that there is a real time in which all entities
are locat~d. I then turn to Broad's criticism of McTaggart's derivation of
the doctnne of Sufficient Description, and to a supposed counter-example
of Broad's to the claim that every infinitely partitioned substance whose
nature implies sufficient descriptions of its parts is a determining
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correspondence system. I argue that Broad is wrong to reject McTaggan's
argument for the Sufficient Description doctrine, and that his counter- .
example will not work if we make small a~d indepe~de~tly reas~nable
revisions to the Infinite Partition and SuffiCient DescnptlOn doctnnes. I
then at length reach the point at which I think that McTaggart's reasoning
really is badly at fault: this is the point at which he tries to prove that the
nature of a substance must imply sufficient descriptions of the parts of that
substance. Ideas which emerge in my defence of McTaggart against the
other criticisms can, as we shall see, be used to support an immaterialism
which does not entail that the universe is a determining correspondence
system.

Infinite Partition
McTaggart's doctrine of the unreality of time plays no essential part in his
argument for immaterialism, and if we reject it, or even allow that althou~h
the A series is illusory there is a real B series, we can hold that every entity
has an infinity of temporal parts. That would be inconsistent with the
allegedly common-sensical ontology in which there are entitie~ with no
temporal parts at all, things which are 'wholly present' at any mstant of
their existence, and during any period which forms a part of the. whole
period of their existence. In this last scheme we say that, although Just one
temporal part or stage of the history of this table or this person took place
over the last month, or at each instant of this month, the whole ta~le or
person which had this history, existed over the last month and not Just a
month~long stage of the table or person, and the whole table or person and '
not just an instantaneous slice of the table or person existed at each instant
of the period.
But surely there is nothing to the table and its qualities but a collection
over time of temporally extended particulars, some but not all of which can
exist withou t other members of the collection. To say thata table is white at
an instant or for some period of time is only to say that a temporally
extended whiteness belongs to the collection of particulars which is the
table and that the instant or period in question falls within both the
dura;ion of the whiteness and the duration of the collection. Nothing needs
to be postulated to which the whiteness belongs and all of which exists at
the instant or for the period in question. Nor is there anything to a person
and his mental qualities but a collection over time of temporally extended
particulars, some at least mental, and one perhaps an unchanging spiritual
particular without which the succession of mental particulars could not
exist. The particulars, on this way oflooking at it, are, of course, what have
been called abstract particulars, or tropes, or particularized qualities, not
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the bare, universal-instantiating particulars of traditional ontology. It is
true that, quite apart from his rejection of the reality of time, McTaggart
believed in substances which, without being qualities, have qualities. He
would have rejected the ontology which replaces substances and their
qualities with abstract particulars and their relations of dependence. But
even on the ontology of substances and qualities, it is hard to see why
substances should not have temporal parts, so that 'X is white at tl and
brown at 12' means that a temporal part of X, whose duration includes I It is
white and a temporal part of X, whose duration includes 12, is brown,. rather
than that a temporally indivisible X, wholly present at both 11 and t 2, is
white at 11 and brown at 12,
McTaggart thinks, however, that substances have an actual infinity of
parts within parts. It is not just that, however many times you have
distinguished parts within a substance, you can distinguish yet further
parts within a part you have already distinguished. In McTaggart's view,
the parts within parts form an infinite totality. This is plain from his
discussion of the alleged difficulties in the thesis that the nature of an
infinitely divisible substance includes without implying sufficient descriptions of its parts. Can we then say that entities have an actual infinity of
temporal parts, rather than merely that we can go on distinguishing
temporal parts within parts without limit? Perhaps it could be argued that
there must be something about the entities themselves which makes this
limitless distinguishing process possible. They must in particular be so full
of actual locations at which boundaries can be drawn that whenever we
choose to draw a boundary we will succeed. This seems equivalent to
saying that they already consist of an actual infinity of parts, the real
boundaries of which are these locations. The infinitely numerous actual
locations at which boundaries can be drawn will correspond to an interval
of real numbers, between any two of which there is a third. Time really is
dense, even though a finite period of time is composed of a nondenumerable infinity of smaller finite durations, rather than, as some
people suggest, a non-denumerable infinity of extensionless instants. It
may even be that something analogous to this vindication of the Infinite
Partition doctrine would apply even if we accepted the unreality of time,
and believed with McTaggart that entities are located in a non-temporal Cseries isomorphic with the A- and B-series.

Sufficienl Descriplion
McTaggart's argument for the principle that every substance must have a
sufficient description was that, if any substance did not have a sufficient
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description, absurdity would follow if we also supposed, as we certainly
should suppose, that it had an exclusive description. If At has an exclusive
description but no sufficient description, then any exclusive description of
AI must be in terms of a relation in which it stands to another substance Al'
But then Az can have no sufficient description. For ifit did have a sufficient
description D, AI could be sufficiently described as the particular which has
this relation to the only instance ofD. But then Az's exclusive description
must be in terms of a relation in which Az stands to a third substance A3•
which again can have no sufficient description, and whose exclusive
description must be in terms of a relation in which A3 stands to a fourth .
substance A4, which again ... , and so on, viciously, ad infinitum.
According to Broad (1933), this argument fails to allow for the possibility
that a substance has an exclusive but non-sufficient description in terms of
its relation not to some other substance but to itself. 'Suppose for example
that the universe consisted of two minds A and B, each of which respected
itself and despised the other. Then the property of respecting A would
belong to A and to nothing else. It would therefore be an exclusive
description of A. Similarly, the property of respecting B would be an
exclusive description of B' (Broad 1933: 183). Broad also thought that
McTaggart had overlooked the possibility that a substance A has an
exclusive but non-sufficient description in terms of two other substances B
and C, that B has an exclusive but non-sufficient description in terms of C
and A, and that C has an exclusive but non-sufficient description in terms of
A and B. His example is of a universe of three minds A, B, and C, of whom
A is jealous of B on account of C, B jealous of C on account of A, and C
jealous of A on account of B (Broad 1933: 184). As to the first point, if a
substance must have an exclusive description, then it must surely have at .
least one exclusive description which does not describe it merely by its
relation to itself. Unless we could already distinguish A from B, we would
not know what the difference was between the property of respecting A and
the property of respecting B, and so could not distinguish A from B by the
application of these descriptions. And as to the second point, if a substance
must have an exclusive description, then it must surely have at least one
exclusive description which does not describe it merely by its relations with
a finite number of other substances which are themselves described only by
their relations to it and to each other. Unless we can already distinguish it
from these other substances, and distinguish these other substances from
each other, we cannot know what the differences are between any of these
exclusive descriptions. Either the series is, as McTaggart assumed, nonrepetitive and viciously infinite, or it is repetitive and viciously circular (cf.,
Geach 1979: 51-4).
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Implication without Determining Correspondence

Broad

~r~ed

to show how the nature of a substance which was not a
system could nevertheless imply sufficient
descnpttons of an mfimte number of spatial parts. As he noted, there would
be ~n an~logous counter-example in which the implied descriptions were of
a~ mfimte nu~ber of temporal parts. In expounding what Broad says, I
wlll transpose It to the temporal case, so as to preserve consistency with
my defence of t~e !nfinite P~rtition Principle. Consider Figure 2. 2 P
~epresents the fimte hfe of an object with a sufficient description D which is
mdep.en?ent of reference to its parts. (The object might, according to this
desc~IPtJO~, be the largest gemstone in the only country whose VicePr~sldent IS a black-haired clarinettist.) X denotes a time at which the.
object suddenly tu~ns from r~d to blue. PI can be sufficiently described as
the longest red penod of the hfe of the object which is the only instance of
D, and P: can be.su~ciently described as the longest blue period of the life
of the object which IS the only instance of D. P Il and P I2 are the adjoined
h~!v~s of PI; P ZI and P 22 are the adjoined halves ofP 2; Pill and Pm are the
; lomed halves ofP 11, ••• ,and so on. We now have an endless series S S
3, ... of Sets of temporal Par.ts of ~. Now P is not a determi~in~
correspondence system: ~he rel~tlOn which, for example, Pt bears to P ZI is
not analogous.to the relatIOn which X bears to Y's perception ofX. But it is
perfectly pOSSible to d~rive i? a u?iform way sufficient descriptions of every
;em~r. of each term m the mfimte series SI' S2, S3' ... just from sufficient
d escr~ptlOns of the two members of the first term. P Il can be exclusively
escnbed as the half of PI which is co-terminous with PI but not with Pl • P I2
deter~11l~mg corr~po~dence

2

Based on one of Broad's, in his (1933: 375).
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can be exclusively described as the half of PI which is co-tenninous with·
Although
Broad's
objection
can
thus
be
met
by
a
reVISion
of
the
both PI and P 2• On substituting our sufficient descriptions of PI and P2 we
doctrines of Infinite Partition and Sufficient Description, these revised
get sufficient as well as exclusive descriptions ofP II and P 12 • And so ?n.
principles may themselves seem incompatible with the thesis that all
I t is true that P will have parts which are not members of any tenn In the.
entities are detennining correspondence systems or parts of such systems.
series of Sets of Parts SI' S2' S3' ' ... So for example, the temporal part
Consider again Figure I, above. Surely XIY can only be sufficiently
which lasts from the beginning ofP up to two thirds of the way through
described
because ofits relation to the sufficiently describable Y, of which it
blue period is not a member ofany tenn in that series. ~n~ if t~e nature ?fP
is
not
a
part,
X!Y!X can only be sufficiently described because of its relation
implies sufficient descriptions of all its parts, It Implies suffiCient
to
the
sufficiently
describable Y!X, and so on. But this difficulty can be met if
descriptions even of those parts which are not members of SI> S2' S3' ...
we
accept
with
McTaggart
that there are no determining correspondence
But as Broad noted (1933: 377), ifP is perfectly continuous, every part ofP
systems
other
than
groups
of
conscious selves. Let us interpret XIX as X's
whi~h is not a member of some term of that series will have a Set of Parts .
awareness
as of X, X!Y as x's awareness as of Y, and so on. It is not
each of which is a member of some term in the series SI> Sz, S3' ' .. . And so
necessary for Y to exist, in order for X to have an awareness as ofY, and ifY
if every member of every term in the series is sufficiently describable, so is
actually
has a sufficient description, an awareness as of Y will still have a
every part of p,
sufficient description even if it is non-veridical.
I think however that Broad's counter-example can be excluded by an
Can we then actually reach McTaggart's immaterialist conclusion from
independ~ntly reas~nable revision of the doctrines of Infi~ite Partition and
the revised doctrines oflnfinite Partition and Sufficient Description? Not, I
Sufficient Description. We must say first, that every entity has tempo~l.
think, by his own method. One difficulty is that even if Broad's counterparts which it would still have had even if nothin~ ,other ~han that entity
example can be neutralized, there is another way in which the nature of a
and its parts had existed, and second, that those entltles which are tem~oral
substance can imply sufficient descriptions of its parts even though it is not a
parts would still have had sufficient descriptions even if nothing ha~ eXisted
determining correspondence system. This is worked out by John Wisdom,
other than the wholes of which they are immediate parts. We reqUire, then,
in a brilliant critique of volume I of The Nature of Existence, published in
that in Broad's construction, P 12 would still have existed even ifP z had not
Mind (I 928V But, as Wisdom again saw, the trouble begins further back.
exis~ed and that it would still have had a sufficient description even
McTaggart does not prove that the nature of an infinitely partitioned
nothin~ had existed but P" the whole of which it is an immedia~e part. And sub~tance must imply rather than merely include sufficient descriptions of
now it is not clear that P 1Z can meet these requirements. How, lfPz had not
all I.t~ parts. McTaggart thought that if the nature of an infinitely
existed would P have a sufficient description? Broad's sufficient despartitIOned substance merely included sufficient descriptions of its parts,
,
12
••
fP
cription ofP IZ referred precisely to the sufficient ~escnptlon o. 2'
•
then there would be no description of that substance which was adequate
Is this a purely ad hoc modification of th~ doctnnes of Infin~te Pa:rttt:lOll. but n? more than a~e~uate for the purpose of giving sufficient descriptions
and Sufficient Description? I think not. It IS hard to see why, If a whole
of all Its parts, no mmlmum adequate description for that purpose. And he
divided into temporal parts, the existence of such parts should depend on
took it as evident that given any description which is adequate for a certain
the existence of anything other than that same whole, suc~ a~ a
pur~, ~here is a mi~imum adequate description for that purpose. But
whole of which the first whole is itself a temporal part, And If, In order
that prInCiple seems eVident only so long as we do not consider the case in
exist, a part must have a sufficient description, it would still hav~ a ~ufficient ~hic~ our pu~ose is to give sufficient descriptions of all the parts of an
description even if nothing existed other than the whole of which It was an
mfi~l~ely partltlOned substance. Suppose that each part of an infinitely
. .
immediate part.
partItIOned substance has a sufficient description. Then the whole
Could we not sufficiently describe P w Without referring to Pz, as the substance will have a sufficient description each element of which is a
second part from the beginning of PI produced by the halving of Ph and description of a Set of Parts, and each eleme~t of which is entailed by some
sufficiently describe Pm, without referri~g to P 1Z , as the se~ond p~rt from further element consisting of a description of the parts of those parts. And
the beginning ofP 11 produced by the halVing ofP 11, and so on. Th~ dlffic,ulty then,. o~ course, each element in the description is superfluous. If this seems
is that to halve something you need something else to measure It against: ?dd, I~ IS only because we are unconsciously setting our standards by cases
the description of something as a half tacitly refers to something other than In which there are only finite numbers of things to be described.
the whole of which it is a half.
.
J

-------.-----.-..
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See thc discussion ofthe 'Method of Echoes' in Wisdom (1928): 4212.
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III
At this point you may wonder whether if we do indeed grant the revised •
principles of Infinite Partition and Sufficient Description, we can reach
immaterialist conclusions without first having to prove that reality is a
system of determining correspondence. I think that perhaps we can, with
the help of some other plausible assumptions. But I do not see how we can
reach McTaggart's own doctrine that the universe is a system of persons
perceiving one another, let alone his final conclusion that this perception is
a timeless and endless state oflove. The most we can show is that while no
purely materiar thing can satisfy the two revised principles, they can be
satisfied by a conscious self, with experiences as of another conscious self.
And there is nothing in this which allows us to share McTaggart's ultimate
optimism, or to console those admirers of the material world who find it
difficult to transfer the objects of their admiration to the mere contents of .
their own experiences.
The first step is to show that no purely material thing can satisfy both of
the two revised conditions ofInfinite Partition and Sufficient Description.
By a purely material thing I mean one all of whose non-relational and nondispositional properties are material. By a material property I mean one
that our senses make it appear that things outside us possess. On this
definition, the only non-relational and non-dispositional material
properties seem to be colour qualities. An object can be scarlet in the sense
that it has the power in certain conditions to produce experiences as of a .
scarlet object in certain kinds of observers. By a colour quality I mean a
quality such as the scarlet that we refer to in describing the content of the
experiences which dispositionally scarlet objects have the power to
produce. Now, according to the revised conditions ofInfinite Partition and
Sufficient Description, any entity has an infinity of parts within parts which
can be sufficiently described without reference to any entities other than the
wholes of which they are immediate parts. If a purely material entity is one
all of whose non-relational and non-dispositional properties are material,
and if colour qualities are the only such material properties, then it seems
that the parts of a purely material entity can be sufficiently described
without reference to any entities but the wholes of which they are
immediate parts only if they, the parts, have different colours. Consider, for
example, Broad's case, illustrated in Figure 2, above. PI is the longest red
period of a material entity P, and P z is the longest blue period. Our
.
description ofP 12 cannot be in terms of the sufficient description ofPzor
any other entity apart from PIZ's immediate whole PI" How then can P 12
sufficiently described? We must refer to a specific red which
.
P from Pll: P 12 is, for example, the longest magenta period of PI' while
is12the longest vermillion period. And then, when it comes to the sutncllen1.

descripti0!1 ofP122, we refer to a specific magenta, and so on. The difficulty,
however, IS that there ar.e ~oo f~w colours to go round. For, (a) only a finite
number ~f colo,!rs are dlstmgulsha.ble by conscious beings; and (b) there is
no sen.se 10 .the Idea of a colour which no conscious being can be aware of.
.(aJ IS qUIte easy to accept. Human beings can distinguish around ten
~11I.lon ~olours, and doubtless there are other conscious beings which can
dls.t1ngulsh vastly more. But surely there i~ no re~son to think that for any
fi01te number, however large, some conscIOus bemg can distinguish more
colours than that.
~b) needs rather. more sUI?port. If a quality which no being can be aware
of IS a colour quahty, then It must share with the colours we are aware of
that common f~a~ure which makes the colours we are aware of colours
rather than quahtles of some other kind. But there does not seem to be any
such
feature
f: common
. to the colours we are aware of other than a eeat
l'
ure
. h'
wh IC m act entails that these colours can be experienced And
r
h'h
.
.
soa
qua Ity, w IC no bemg can be aware of, cannot share this common feature
~hat t?en is it that makes the colours we are aware of all colours? Perhaps i~
IS no~hl~g more than that the experience of any two of them generates the
convlctton that they have some distinguishing feature in corn
A
d'
S h
mono
ccor,mg. to . c openh~~er, t~e only genuinely common feature of
Hegel s dialectical ~ransltlOns IS that each is more tiresome that its
pred~cessor ..The ~mty of colour might have an analogous subjectivity. It is
consl~tent With thiS account of what makes a quality a colour that you can
expenen~e a colour that ~ ca?not. Your experience-generated conviction
that quahty X ~as somethmg m common with blue, and with red, and with
~ell.ow, and w~th green, and so on, can be of the same kind as my more
bmlted ex~enence-gener~ted conviction that blue has something in
com~on Wlt~ red,. and With yellow, and with green, and so on. It is also
consl~tent With thiS account that coloured objects exist which cannot be
perceived by anyone, and I mean objects with colour qualities not just
~o~er~ to. produce experi~nces as of objects with those colour quaiities. It is
n y t a~ If a coloured object cannot be perceived, some being must be able
to perceive an exactly similar colour.
th ~e ~i~ht well argue, then, that purely material things are prevented by
e d~~tu e of the colo~r range from satisfying both the Infinite Partition
~~~ ItlOn and the Suffi~l~nt Description condition. The next step would be
Fi :;w that ?oth conditions a~e satis~ed by a certain kind of self. Consider
F! t~ X IS a self, or. cons~lOus m1Od, extending over a period of time.
secon e rst par~ of t~IS penod X has an awareness as of Y and for the
th d .padrt of ~hls pe~lOd X has an awareness as of itself. In the first part of
e perlO
h . dunng which X has an awareness as 0 fY ,X has an awareness as
fY
o
avmg an awareness of X, and in the second part of this period, X has
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and so
so on,
on, ad
adinfinitum.
infinitum. A
A
self
consists
not
just
of
parts
which
are
awareness,
but
also
of
parts
self consists not just of parts which are awareness, but also of parts which
which
have
have these
these awarenesses,
awarenesses, one
one for
for each
each awareness.
awareness. Each
Each awareness
awareness is
is
sufficiently
described
in
terms
of
a
different
content;
each
part
sufficiently described in terms of a different content; each part having
having an
an
awareness
awareness is sufficiently described
described in
in terms
terms of
of the
the sufficient
sufficient description
description of
of
the awareness it has. Since each part ofX
of X is one that X would still have had,
even ifnothing
if nothing other than X and its parts had existed, and since each part of '
X would still have had a sufficient description, even if nothing had existed
other than the whole ofwhich
of which it is an immediate part, the two conditions of
Infinite Partition and Sufficient Description are satisfied.
The conclusion is not that, if there is a substance, then there is an .
infinitely partitioned group of selves continuously perceiving each other,
but only that, ifthere is a substance, then there is an infinitely partitioned
ofaa similar self. Plausible assumptions consign us
self with an awareness as of
to an icy limbo between common-sense dualism and McTaggart's
affirmation of eternal love. Which if any of these assumptions ought we to
deny?
deny?
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